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unsuccessful, for death rather than surrender. The workers were
willing enough to make the test., but there is no room for hope
in the hearts of men who know their leaders will not only not
lead, but, as some of the trade union leaders were doing, are
negotiating with the enemy.
Yet the situation was still not so desperate. The cabinet was
not filled with that unity and confidence that distinguished the
Storm Troops who appeared to have made a corner in national
enthusiasm. In their ranks at any rate there was nothing but
enthusiasm, hectic certainly, psychopathic possibly, which could
have been restrained from violent expression only by a grim
discipline which no one cared to exercise. In the absence of firm
control the whole movement got out of hand, and its nominal
leaders, so far from being shocked, looked on with complacence
in spite of the protests of their colleagues in the cabinet.
The methods of the government to win the election were soon
revealed,; methods exaggerated by every National Socialist jack
in or out of office. For publishing the Social Democratic manifesto
Vorwaerts was suspended for three days; the Prussian question
was settled by the dissolution of all representative bodies and
the transfer of their powers to Papen, This affront to his dignity
as Prussian minister of the interior roused Goering who now
regarded himself as the hero of the revolution to fury, and from
that day dates that enmity of his to Papen whose fatal consequences
the latter so narrowly escaped in the holocaust sixteen months
later. It was Goering now who took the lead in everything with
such ferocity as to make many people believe that he was seriously
trying to outbid Hitler for the leadership of the party. He usurped
Papen's functions and governed Prussia as if it were his private
estate; he usurped the functions of the Foreign Office and
threatened with serious but obscure consequences those states
who let their national press speak candidly of conditions in
Germany; he cleared all "undesirable elements" out of the
administration^ including not merely Democrats, but Populists,
and, still more., loyal members of the Black White Red Front,
and even personal friends of Papen and his associates. Under
cover of a draconian press decree issued by the cabinet, he

